
2. Filling ink
    Insert assembled needle, color by color,
    into the cartridge deeply.
    Please paying your attention not
    to mix each color.
    Fill ink slowly.
    Be careful! Excess ink may overflow to
    neighboring color and be mixed up.
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   For more information
- There are two types of Ink cartridge in Canon printer.

   One is printer head attached type and the other is separated one.

- Since there is sponge inside cartridge, users can just 1/2~1/3 of total ink in cartridge.

   Printing in lacking of ink in cartridge may damage to the cartridge due to over heating.

- When cartridge is almost empty, stop printing promptly and refill ink for long time

   use of cartridge(7~8 times).

   When it comes to color cartridge, immediately refill even through just one color is empty.

- Fill ink slowly.

   Since refill ink should replace air in cartridge to get optimum printing, the slower user refill ink

   into cartridge the better.

   It could be better to store refilled cartridge for a certain period of time for better printing.

- Please do not leave a printer unused for long time, the nozzle may be dried out.

   Please operate the printer sporadically   when stored it for long time.

    Caution
   1. Do not drink or inhale.

   2. Keep out of reach of children.

   3. In case of getting ink into eye, wash with fresh water and get prescription from a doctor.

Refill kits enclosed

Dispensers
(3 Color)

Plunger Needles Pin Glove

1. Assembling the dispenser
   Remove safety cap from needle and then assemble
   needle and plunger with dispenser.
   (clockwise: assemble, counter clockwise: disassemble)

A Type  - printer head separated type -

B Type  - printer head attached type -

1. Assembling the dispenser
   Remove safety cap from needle and then assemble
   needle and plunger with dispenser.
   (clockwise: assemble, counter clockwise: disassemble)

2. Preparation
   Place the cartridge to be refilled on some tissues.
   Make holes in the center of each air vent plug with
   enclosed pin

    In case that air vent plug comes out from the
    cartridge together with the pin while withdrawing,
    please insert the air vent plug back to the cartridge

3. Filling ink
    Insert the assembled needle into the ink
    hole deeply holding the cartridge upright.
    Filling required quantity of ink
    into the cartridge.
    5ml or less will be enough.
    Be careful not to mix color.

    When ink overflow, please wipe out
    the leaked ink

  3. Installation
It is normal that ink leaks out from the nozzle during refilling.
Clean the ink nozzle tip until ink does not leak out. Install the cartridge and do head cleaning(2~3 times).

Canon color

Yellow

Yellow

Magenta

Magenta

Cyan

Cyan

4. Installation
It is normal that ink leaks out from the nozzle during refilling.
Clean the ink nozzle tip until ink does not leak out. Install the cartridge and do head cleaning(2~3 times).

   Troubles shooting
    No printing or white lines on printed paper.

- Cause : Some part of nozzle are stopped up head has damaged.

- Solution : Put the cartridge nozzle on wet tissue and let ink leak out.

                   Wipe out leaked ink and install and then do head cleaning 1~2 times.
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Please carefully treat cartridge and remove dirt or moisture from the nozzle.

When store the cartridge out of printer.

Please shield the cartridge with PVC wrap or similar material not to contact air.

Do not adhere adhesive tape onto nozzle, the adhesive material may clog the nozzle.

    Refill ink and printer

Refilling ink into cartridge do not cause any problem to printer itself.

Refill ink having low quality may cause bad printing or no printing.

To choose highly qualified ink is very important.
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